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ABSTRACT
A supramolecular hydrogel was successfully constructed by the noncovalent association of 
cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) with a tetraphenylethylene (TPE) derivative bearing four monocharged 
viologens (TPE-4Q). Due to the attractive photophysical behaviours of TPE and its rigid complexation 
with CB[8], the obtained hydrogel emits bright orange fluorescence and is highly thermostable 
even at 200 °C. Rheological analyses and microscopic investigations jointly confirm that the 
supramolecular hydrogel possesses good rheological properties and well-organised lamellar 
structures. Significantly, the assembly/disassembly process of this supramolecular hydrogel can be 
efficiently modulated by several external stimuli, including pH, mechanical force and competitive 
guests. Moreover, as investigated by UV/Vis and fluorescence titrations, this two-dimensional self-
assembly can specifically adsorb π-conjugated anionic dyes in water with high adsorption efficiency, 
mainly through the π-stacking interaction with TPE backbones and the electrostatic interaction with 
monocharged viologen sites.
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Introduction

Graphene and its analogues as a star material have 
aroused a great research interest in miscellaneous fields 
(1–3). Possessing the specific spatial arrangement and 
large surface area, graphene can exhibit excellent sub-
strate-loading and adsorption capabilities towards various 
drug molecules, organic dyes and metal complexes mainly 
through mutual π-stacking interactions (4–13). However, 
there is a general consensus that low water solubility and 

biocompatibility may impede the graphene-involved bind-
ing systems from further practical application. Alternatively, 
combined, the advantages of useful functionality and eas-
ier operability, the solution-phase supramolecular organic 
frameworks (SOFs) were recently emerged as a new type 
of two-dimensional (2D) graphene-like materials (14). 
SOFs are mainly constructed by noncovalent interactions 
of water-soluble macrocycles with functional guest mol-
ecules, thus leading to many promising and interesting 
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2  X.-M. CHEn ET AL.

without any collapse even when placed upside-down for 
30 days (Figure 2(c) and (d)).

next, rheological analyses gave more structural infor-
mation of the TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel. (Figure 3(a) and (b)) 
shows the plots of the storage moduli (G’) and the loss 
moduli (G’’) vs. frequency and strain, respectively, in which 
no obvious change was found within the applied range 
of angular frequency for G’ and G’’, and the G’ value was 
larger than the G’’ value, which is a characteristic of stable 
gel-phase material (26,27). Moreover, when the strain was 
below 0.1%, G’ and G’’ remained essentially constant, but 
the G’ value sharply decreased when the strain was above 
0.1%, and it became smaller than G’’ when the strain was 
above 0.35%. These phenomena indicate that the hydro-
gel could be transformed into a thickened liquid under 
a certain strain force or shaking. In addition, the plots 
of viscosity and shear stress vs. shear rate were shown 
in Figure 3(c). It is found that the viscosity decreased as 
the shear rate increased, corresponding to the type of 
shear-thinning hydrogel. Moreover, there was no obvious 
change for G’ and G’’ below 100 °C, while they showed a 
sudden leap probably due to some water molecules inside 
the hydrogel vaporising above 100 °C. nevertheless, it is 
noteworthy that the G’ values were larger than G’’ with tem-
perature ascending from 25 to 200 °C, indicating that the 
TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel is highly thermostable in a wide 
temperature range (Figure 3(d)). The responsiveness of 
TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel towards strain and temperature 
was also examined by the mechanical force and high-tem-
perature tests, as described below.

Furthermore, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were employed 
to give the visual information of the binary hydrogel. SEM 

properties and functions. For instance, Zhao et al. (15) 
reported a highly ordered porous SOF monolayer, by 
which the fluorescence emission of nonemissive compo-
nents could be greatly enhanced upon rigid organisation 
with cucurbituril in water‒organic mixed solvent.

Supramolecular hydrogels are one of water-based soft 
materials that have highly variable mechanical properties, 
which make them increasingly important in biomedical 
and industrial applications (16–20). In particular, macro-
cycle-based supramolecular hydrogels can form 3D net-
works through noncovalent connections and have been 
endowed with switchable responsiveness towards exter-
nal stimuli (21–25). In this work, we fabricated a fluorescent 
hydrogel based on the host–guest complexation between 
cucurbit[8]uril(CB[8]) and a positively charged tetrapheny-
lethylene derivative (TPE-4Q) (Scheme 1). The binary com-
plexes intermolecularly arrange themselves into 2D planar 
networks at relatively higher concentration and then the 
single layers can stack with each other to form highly ther-
mostable hydrogel with good rheological properties and 
well-defined structures. Moreover, benefiting from the 
high cationic density, this supramolecular hydrogel can 
selectively adsorb π-aromatic species and then remove 
them from water by simple centrifugation. Therefore, such 
type of hydrogel is expected to be utilised as a functional 
carrier or separator for wider practical application.

Result and discussion

Formation of the supramolecular hydrogel

It has been already reported that TPE-4Q and CB[8] can 
form a supramolecular organic framework monolayer in 
1:2 molecular ratio during the preparation of our manu-
script (15). More interestingly, it is found that in our case, 
a hydrogel could be further formed by the same host and 
guest components. There are two methods to make such 
stable and fluorescent supramolecular hydrogels in water. 
One is to mix TPE-4Q and CB[8] at 1:2 molecular ratio under 
sonication for 2 h; the other is to centrifuge the solution 
of TPE-4Q∙CB[8]complex for 5 min. The formation of TPE-
4Q∙CB[8] assembly using centrifugation method can be 
also monitored by UV/Vis spectroscopy. Before centrifu-
gation, there were two main absorption peaks at 281 and 
373 nm, while no obvious absorption was observed in the 
supernatant after centrifugation, indicating that most of 
the TPE-4Q∙CB[8] complexes were converted to the binary 
hydrogel and located at the bottom of centrifuge tube 
(Figures 1 and S1e in the Supplementary Information). 
Benefiting from CB[8]-induced fluorescence enhancement 
of TPE-4Q (15), the obtained hydrogel could emit orange 
fluorescence under UV light irradiation at 395 nm (Figure 
2(a) and (b)). Moreover, the hydrogel remained stable 

Figure 1.  (colour online) uV/Vis spectra of tpe-4Q∙cB[8] 
assembly before centrifugation and the corresponding 
supernatant after centrifugation ([tpe-4Q] = 0.01  mm and 
[cB[8]] = 0.02 mm, 25 °c).
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SUPRAMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY  3

images show that the cryo-dried and lyophilised sample 
existed as stacked rhombohedra structure. This morphol-
ogy demonstrates that the TPE-4Q∙CB[8] complex could 
be extended as rhombohedra particles, which eventu-
ally stacked with each other to form lamellar structures 

and water molecules were entrapped among the layers 
(Figure 4). Along with the SEM microscopic investigation, 
the stacked lamellar structures were also observed in the 
TEM images at the edge of the cryo-dried and lyophilised 
sample (Figure S2 in the Supplementary Information).

Figure 2. (colour online) photographs of hydrogels formed by tpe-4Q (5 mm, 0.5 wt%) and cB[8] (10 mm, 1.3 wt%). (a, b) freshly prepared 
hydrogel and its orange emission irradiated at 395 nm; (c, d) the corresponding hydrogel formed after 30 days.

Figure 3. (colour online) rheological analyses of the hydrogel formed by cB[8] (10 mm, 1.3 wt%) and tpe-4Q (5 mm, 0.5 wt%). (a) Storage 
moduli (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) obtained from a frequency sweep at 0.1% strain; (b) G’ and G’’ values obtained from a strain sweep at 
1 rad/s frequency; (c) viscosity and shear stress obtained from a shear rate sweep; and (d) G’ and G’’ values obtained from a temperature 
sweep at 0.1% strain and 1 rad/s frequency.
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4  X.-M. CHEn ET AL.

could be irregularly destroyed by adding 1-methyl-4,4’-bi-
pyridinium salt or cystamine dihydrochloride as competi-
tive guest. As discerned from the moduli‒strain curve in 
Figure 3(b), it is accordingly observed that this hydrogel 
could be changed into thickened liquid by severely shaking 
and then the hydrogel state was reproduced after standing 
for 10 min (Figure 5(e) and (f ). More significantly, different 
from other conventional supramolecular hydrogels, the 
TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel was highly thermostable, and it 
remained stable even when heated up to 200 °C (Figures 
3(d) and 5(g)).

Multistimuli-responsive behaviours of the hydrogel

The responsiveness to various external stimuli, such as pH, 
redox and temperature, is the characteristic advantage of 
supramolecular assembly. Due to the noncovalent molecu-
lar binding properties, the obtained TPE-4Q-CB[8] hydrogel 
showed good responsive capability to pH and competitive 
guests (Figure 5(a)–(d). That is, when HCl was added, the 
hydrogel instantly turned to turbid liquid, and it changed 
back to hydrogel when aqueous naOH was added to neu-
tralise the excess HCl. Moreover, the hydrogel structure 

Figure 5.  (colour online) multistimuli-responsiveness of the supramolecular hydrogel formed by tpe-4Q (5 mm, 0.5 wt%) and cB[8] 
(10 mm, 1.3 wt%) and its thermal stability at 200 °c.

Figure 4. (a) typical Sem image of cryo-dried and lyophilised tpe-4Q∙cB[8] hydrogel and (b) magnified rhombic structures (the scale bars 
are 200 nm and 1 μm in (a) and (b), respectively).
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When added into the solution of TPE-4Q∙CB[8] complex, 
the fluorescence of HPTS was seriously quenched, and no 
absorption peak of HPTS or TPE-4Q was observed in the 
supernatant after centrifugation (Figure 6(a) and (b)). By 
comparing the UV/Vis absorption intensity of HPTS at 
368 nm before and after centrifugation, it was calculated 
that nearly 97% HPTS was removed by the TPE-4Q∙CB[8] 
hydrogel. In the case of aniline, although the fluorescence 
was quenched by 69% in the presence of TPE-4Q∙CB[8] 
complex, the absorption of the supernatant of ani-
line-loaded sample after centrifugation resembled one 
of the free aniline in water, suggesting that the hydrogel 
was formed, but aniline still completely remained in the 
liquid phase (Figure 6(c) and (d)). In contrast, as for RhB, 
no spectral change was observed in fluorescence and UV/
Vis spectra before and after centrifugation, which is mainly 

Adsorption of anionic dye by hydrogel

After scrutinising the molecular binding mode of the 
obtained TPE-4Q∙CB[8] assembly, the high density of pos-
itive charges inspired us to hypothesise that some appro-
priate dye molecules may be filled into the 3D skeleton 
of supramolecular hydrogel via the π-stacking interaction 
with TPE moieties and the electrostatic attraction with 
monocharged viologen sites. Therefore, the trisodium 
salt of 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS), a 
π-aromatic molecule with intensive negative charges, was 
selected as the model substrate in the dye-loading and 
separating experiments. In addition, the neutral and pos-
itively charged substrates, aniline and rhodamine B (RhB), 
were used as reference to examine the π-conjugation and 
charge effects in the molecular binding process (Chart 1).

Figure 6. (colour online) uV/Vis and fluorescence spectra of (a, b) hptS, (c, d) aniline and (e, f ) rhB before and after loading and separation 
by tpe-4Q∙cB[8] hydrogel. ([hptS] = [aniline] = [rhB] = 0.01 mm, 25 °c).
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6  X.-M. CHEn ET AL.

Different from other conventional hydrogels that are 
usually formed by 3D entanglement of flexible linear 
structures, this hydrogel is constructed by stacked 
lamellar structures, which is confirmed by micro-
scopic investigation. Interestingly, the obtained binary 

contributed to the much lower loading and removal effi-
ciencies (Figure 6(e) and (f )). Therefore, we can reasona-
bly infer that the highly cationic TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel 
can efficiently load π-conjugated anionic substrates and 
remove them from aqueous environment to hydrogel net-
work, while the neutral and cationic substrates cannot be 
well trapped by TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel because of the 
rather weak or even unfavourable electro-repulsive inter-
actions. The schematic illustration of selective adsorption 
of HPTS by TPE-4Q∙CB[8] hydrogel is shown in Scheme 2.

Conclusion

In conclusion, a fluorescent supramolecular hydrogel 
has been prepared for loading anionic dyes in water. 

Scheme  2. (colour online) (a) Fluorescence emission change of hptS before andafter centrifugation by tpe-4Q∙cB[8] complex and (b) 
schematicillustration of loading and removal of hptS by the tpe-4Q∙cB[8] hydrogel network

Chart 1. molecular structures of hptS, aniline, and rhB used in 
dye-loading experiments

Scheme 1. (colour online) Schematic illustration of the formation of tpe-4Q∙ cB[8] hydrogel.
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UV/Vis spectroscopy
UV/Vis spectra and the optical transmittance were 
recorded in a quartz cell (light path 10 mm) on a Shimadzu 
UV-3600 spectrophotometer equipped with a PTC-348WI 
temperature controller.

TEM microscopy
TEM images were acquired using a Tecnai 20 high-reso-
lution transmission electron microscope operating at an 
accelerating voltage of 200 keV. The sample for high-reso-
lution TEM measurements was prepared by dropping the 
solution onto a copper grid. The grid was then air-dried.

SEM microscopy
SEM images were obtained using a Hitachi S-3500 n scan-
ning electron microscope. SEM samples were prepared by 
direct freezing of the supramolecular hydrogels in liquid 
nitrogen followed by lyophilisation. The obtained cryo-
dried materials were imaged after sputtering.

Supplemental material

Supplemental data for this article can be accessed online 
here: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10610278.2016.1158406
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Experimental section

Materials
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